
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              2023 FISHING RULES AT SAINT CYR LAKE  

 
Fishing is paying and each Fisherman must bring his fishing ticket when arriving on the site. To 
bring a fishing ticket it’s possible to pick it up at the campsite or at our fishing parking meter.  
It’s obligated to release all caught fish. Il est également interdit de laisser un poisson vivant ou 
mort sur la berge, ni résidus. It is also forbidden to leave a live or dead fish on the bank.  
 
Art 6.1 Fishing areas  
Fishing is authorized in the areas provided for this purpose, delimited by the signs indicating 
them. Fishermen are required to respect the fishing zones defined by the SAGA. A map of the 
fishing areas, rules and fishing rights can be obtained at the campsite reception during opening 
hours or on the Saint-Cyr website too.  
 
Art 6.2 Fishing ticket  
The federal fishing license is not required. Anyone wishing to practice this activity on the Lac de 
Saint-Cyr must comply with the regulations in force on the Saint-Cyr rules and pay a fishing fee. 
It must be able to present proof at any time to SAGA staff.  
 
Art 6.3 Application of the regulations  
SAGA staff will be responsible for ensuring the application of these rules of procedure with the 
possible intervention of the competent authorities in case of an infringement. In case of repeated 
infringement, the fishermen concerned may be forced out from the Parc de Saint-Cyr without 
financial compensation.  
 
Art 6.4 Fishing tackle  
To Fish at the Lake of Saint-Cyr a fisherman need :  
 

 Rods : 3 rods maximum allowed per fisherman. In case of absence of the post, the lines 
must be reassembled. Please never leave rods unattended.  
 

 Landing Mat : Possession of a landing mat is mandatory.  
 

 Fishing Landing Net : It must be suitable for fishing.  
 

 Disinfectant : Each fisherman must have one with him, the fish must be treated with a 
specific antiseptic product before any release, with the greatest care. Do not store them 
in a storage bag  

 
 Leader : The braid is prohibited in the body and head of the line. “Leadcore” rigs blocking 

the release of the lead in the event of breakage are prohibited.  
 

 Rigs : Flexible braid stripped of any sheath is prohibited. The rig line for carp fishing must 
be lighter than the line.  

 
 Hook : hooks, the maximum authorized size is n°2. One single hook, with micro barb or 

barbless, per rod required. The  
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 Baiting : (subject to the analyzes of the Regional Health Agency) : 


 Light bait (biodegradable compounds made from natural flour) is tolerated as 
well as baits (cooked wheat, maggots, worms, etc.).  
 

 Heavy bait is totally prohibited (blood, earth, cooked products) as well as all 
seeds. Only pellets, boilies, and seeds cooked from the market in pots are 
authorized.  

 
 Bait Boats are prohibited.  

 
Wading is tolerated up to the wadders height and must’nt disturb the other fishermen. Boilies 
cannon are not allowed.  
SAGA reserves the right to control all the tackle used.  
Fires are prohibited, except on the barbecues installed.  
 
Art 6.5 Boats  
Motor boat are prohibited on the water except for safety boats. Inflatable “float-tube” type 
devices are not authorized. Unless waived by SAGA.  
 
Art 6.6 Fishing action  
Only fishing and baiting from the bank are authorized, in the areas delimited for this purpose. 
The authorized banks are delimited according to the rules of article 6.1. The practice of fishing 
is placed under the full responsibility of the fishermen. The camp must be clean and organized 
so as not to disturb other users of the Leisure Park. Fishermen must take care to leave the 
banks clean and not to throw any litter or fishing accessories into the water.  
 
Art 6.7 Fish care  
Any form of mutilation of fish, in particular by marking, is strictly prohibited. Rearing is prohibited 
on the entire Lake of Saint-Cyr. Fishing with fish alive as bait (roach, minnow, bream etc..) is also 
prohibited.  
 
Art 6.8 Visitors  
Visitors are tolerated but will have to pay the Lake entrance fee in summer. Calm must be 
respected.  
 
Art 6.9 Competitions  
All competition organization must obtain SAGA approbation 

 



 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


